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Abstract 
We define a class of codes that corresponds toa class of matroids called paving matroids. 
This class of codes includes maximum-distance-separable (MDS) codes, and some other 
interesting codes uch as the ( 12, 6) ternary Golay code. Some basic properties of these codes arc 
established using techniques from matroid theory. Our results raise a natural existence question 
to which we obtain partial answers using known results about the non-existence of Steincr 
systems of the type S(t - I, t, 2t}. 
i. Introduction 
The connection between matroid theory and coding theory is well-known. The 
reader is referred to [6,12] for further references. For an introduction to matroid 
theory, a standard reference is [12]. 
We begin by introducing paving matroids, as in [12]. Let S be a finite set. For any 
integer d > 1, a collection ox~ = {HI .... .  H,} of distinct subsets of S is said to be 
a d-partition of S if it satisfies the following conditions: 
1. re>l ,  
2. [H~l ~ d for i = l . . . . .  m, 
3. Htu  ... uH,  = S, 
4. each d-element subset of S lies in a unique Hi. 
Members o f~ are called the blocks of~.  The collection of b!ocks o f .~ is the set of 
hypcrplanes ofa matroid on S, denoted by ~(,,~). The rank off(ate) is d + 1 and its 
circuits have cardinality d + 1 or d + 2. A matroid ~K is a paving matroid if there 
exists a d-partition ~ such that ~ge is isomorphic to .~(.~). It turns out that a matroid 
• ~' of rank k > 1 is a paving matroid iff its circuits have cardinality k or k + 1. 
Therefore, if,~g r is a paving matroid of rank k > 1, then ~g/* is a paving matroid iffthe 
hyperplanes oLK have cardinality k or k - 1. Binary paving matroids [1] and ternary 
paving matroids [10] have been determined completely. 
We will denote the ground set ofa matroid ~¢ by E(~K). I fX  __q E(~N), then ,~K(X) 
will denote the restriction of . / / to  X. 
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Let ~ be a (n,k) linear code over GF(q) such that 1 < k < n - 1 and suppose that 
d is the minimum weight of the cod.-. If H is a parity check matrix of ~, then d is the 
hrgest integer such that every d - 1 columns of H are linearly independent, c~ is said 
to be a maximum-distance-separable (MDS) code ifd = n - k + 1. Thus, g' is a MDS 
code iffevery k columns of a generator matrix o f~ are linearly independent. The dual 
of a MDS code is also a MDS code. If q¢ is MDS, then q - 1 t> max(k,n - k). It 
follows that if G is a generator matrix for a MDS code g', then .~¢/a (the vector matroid 
of G over GF(q)) is isomorphic to Uk., ~nd that ifq - 1 < max(Ln - k), then Uk., is 
not representable over GF(q). 
Definition. Suppose g' is a (n, k) linear code over GF(q) and 1 < k < n - 1. ~ is called 
a paving code if ~a  is a paving matroid for some generator matrix G of of. 
Remarks. (1) By the discussion preceding the above definition, it follows that every 
MDS code (having dimension, codimension ~ 2) is a paving code. 
(2) It is easy to sec that i f~ is a (n, k) paving code over GF(q) tl~en for any generator 
matrix G of ~, .Me is a paving matroiO. 
2. Paving codes 
Henceforth, any matrix will be assumed to have full row-rank, unless specified 
otherwise. We first consider the following example: 
Let S = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) and ~ = {{1,2,3},{4,5,6},{7,8,9}}. Then ~ is a 1- 
partition of S. The circuits o f~(~)  are {1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}, {4,5], {4,6}, {5,6}, {7,8}, 
{7,9} and {8,9}. ~(~r ~) is a rank-2 paving matroid and is representable over GF(2), 
a representation G being 
(10 1 1 0 0 O 1 1 11)" 
0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Since hyperplanes of ~(.gf) have cardinality 3, ~( .g)*  is not a paving matroid. Let 
¢" be the code generated by G. Then qg is a (9, 2) paving code over GF(2), but ~L is not 
a paving code. However, we have the following result. 
Proposition 1. Let ~ be a (n, k) paving code over GF(q) such that k > q. Then cf.~ is 
a paving code. 
This is an immediate consequence of the following proposition. 
Prolmsit[ou 1'. Let .~  be a GF(q)-representable paving matroid such that rank 
(.K) > q. Then ~H* is a paving matroid. 
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Proof. Denote the rank of~K by k. Let G be a matrix representing ~' .  Suppose.~'* is 
not a paving matroid. Then, there exists a hyperplane of ~ 'a  whose cardinality 
exceeds k. Let H be such a hyperplane of minimal cardinality and suppose [HI = k + l 
for some ! > 0. If follows that the minor ~gra(H), the restriction of .4¢a to H, is 
isomorphic to Uk-:.k+l. Since 'l < k, q -- I < max(k - 1,l + 1) ~ Uk-l.~+t is not 
representable over GF(q). This is a contradiction as ~//a(H) is representable over 
GF(q). [] 
Remark. The condition k > q in Proposition l is not necessary for 4 ± to be a paving 
code. For example, consider any (4, 2) MDS code over GF(3). 
Corollary 1. Let ~ be a paving code over GF(q) such that k > q. Then the minimum 
weight of ~f is n - k or n - k + 1. 
Proof. Let the minimum weight of the code be d, and let H be a parity check matrix of 
¢". By Proposition 1, ~f± is a paving code and hence, J~'n is a paving matroid. Since the 
rank of ~K~ is n - k, it follows that every n - k - 1 columns of H are linearly 
independent. Thus, d ~ n - k. By the Singleton bound, d ~< n - k + 1. This completes 
the proof. [] 
Remark. I f~  is a (n,k) code over GF(q) with minimum weight d 1> n - k, it need not 
be paving. For example, consider the (6,4) binary code generated by the following 
matrix: 
I 0 0 0 1 O) 
0 1 0 0 I 0 
0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
This code has minimum weight equal to 2, but it is not paving. 
Proposition 2. Let qf be a (n, k) paving code over GF(q) such that k > q. 7 hen n <~ 4q 
and k <<. 2q. 
This proposition follows immediately from the following result. 
Prolmsition 2'. Let .z~ be a GF(q)-representable paving matroid such that rank 
(¢K) > q. Then IZ~(,~a)l ~< 4q and rank (,~') ~< 2q. 
Proof. Let L be a coline of.~'. Denote rank(,~f) by k and IE(~f)I by n. Since ,~' is 
a paving matroid, L is a independent set. Therefore, ILl = k - 2. Furthermore, the 
hyperplanes of .~' have cardinality k or k - 1 (as ~f* is a paving matroid). From 
standard matroid theory (for example, see [12, p. 66]), we know that L is a subset of at 
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most q + 1 hyperplanes. It now follows that n ~< (k - 2) + 2(q + 1) i.e. n ~< k + 2q. 
The same argument may be applied to ,go* as it is paving matroid. Therefore, 
n ~< in - k) + 2q, from which it follows that k ~< 2q. The first inequality now implies 
that n ~< 4q. [] 
Remarks. it follows from Proposition 2 that the only {4q, k) paving codes over GF(q) 
with k > q are the ones for which k = 2q. Since no (4q,2q) code over GF(q) can be 
a MDS code, the minimum weight of a (4q,2q) paving code over GF(q) equals 2q. 
From the point of view of matroid theory, Proposition 2' implies that only finitely 
many paving matroids are represen,'able over GF(q), for any q. 
3. An existence problem 
Proposition 2 raises a natural question: Does there exist a (4q, 2q) pm'ing code over 
GF(q) for each prime power q? 
For q = 2 and for q = 3, this is known to be true. The following matrix generates 
a (8,4) paving code over GF{2): 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1  i )  
0 I 0 0 1 0 1  
001  01 1 0 
0001 1 ! 1 
The reader can check that the (12,6) Golay code over GF(3) is a paving code. 
A generator matrix for this code is (000000 
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1  2212 
00  1 0001 10 1 2 
000 1 00  1 2 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0  10  1 22  ! 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 I 
Proposition 3. I f  there exists a 14q,2q) paving code over GFlq), then there exists 
a Steiner system S(2q - 1, 2q, 4q). 
Proof. Let ~ be a (4q, 2q) paving code aver GF(q) and let G be a generator matrix of 
~'. Then, any coline L of ,:H~ has cardinality 2q - 2 and is a subset of 2q + 2 
(2q - l)-subsets of S, the set of all column vectors of G. But L is a subset of at most 
q + 1 hyperplanes. Since hyperplanes of J /~ can have cardinality 2q or 2q - 1, and 
any (2q - l)-subset ors  lies in a unique hyperplane, all hyperplanes containing L must 
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have cardinality 2q. As our choice of L was arbitrary, all hyperplancs ofeKG have the 
same caidinailty i.e. 2q. Taking S to be the set of varieties for a block design and the 
hyperplanes of ~Ho to be the blocks, we have a Steiner system S(2q - 1, 2q, 4q). [] 
Corollary 2. There does not exist a (4q,2q) paving code over GF(q) whenever 2q + I is 
not prime. 
Proof. A necessary condition for the existence of a Steiner system S(2q - I, 2q,4q) is 
that 2q + 1 must be prime (s¢¢, for example, [4]). []  
Notes. (1) It follows from Corollary 2 that there does not exist a (4q, 2q) paving code 
over GF(q) whenever q ~. l(mod 3). 
(2) It is also known [8] that a Steiner system S(9,10,20) does not exist, implying 
that there does not exist a (20,10) paving code over GF(5). 
We close this paper with the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. There do not exist (4q, 2q) paving codes over GF(q) for q > 3. 
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